
SENIOR HOOKING UP WITH FRESHMAN COLLEGE

Aug 23, Guess I've always considered every chick in college fair game, but now Didn't have a problem hooking up with a
couple freshman last year.

But a lot of people lose their virginity in their later college years, if not in freshman year. So much for never
seeing him again. You almost don't recognize yourself in the mirror with last night's clothes, makeup, and
poor decisions still hanging over you. The socially-awkward grad student He's a graduate student in his mids
with an apartment at the edge of campus - that definitely enticed you in the beginning. Study hall or dining
hall dates count, too! The "I live down the hall" hookup The same-dorm hookup seems as convenient as it is
safe at first. Who, you ask, knew there was such a science behind college guys, anyway? It's a freshman kind
of mistake that you'll take extra care not to make again. The "3 a. You'll never let him smooth-talk his way
into your heart when all he's trying to do is get laid. For most, freshman year hookups, in particular, are the
most memorable. You're in the same building, so you don't need to walk shamefully in the morning back to
your place. But why freshmen? He invited you to go to his room so you say yes, and things start off really
well. Do some exploring before you settle on one guy to get hot and heavy with right away. To all incoming
college freshmen, I wish you all of the best as you embark on your new journeys. Show face as often as you
can without being that girl that everyone expects to run into. Your freshman year is meant for new beginnings,
not dwelling on old relationships. But then you came to realize that he's a hot mess who just so happens to be
intelligent enough for a higher degree. If nothing else, at least you can get an exciting night or two out of
themâ€”just make sure to stay safe and keep your friends posted on your whereabouts. Either way, it's
probably such a mistake that you'll be a senior several years from now and STILL cringe every time you think
about this day. DO make friends with the guys on your floor. The post-hookup RA visit So you had a
satisfying night with your hottie and you're just about to turn in when you get a knock on your door. More on
Swoon by Jennifer Kustanovich marriage proposal. Knowing that, I can totally see why guys are always
flocking to the freshmen. Well, that the fact that I prefer older menâ€¦who know what they are doing below the
belt. The humiliation you felt at that moment will never be matched by any other. With droves of year-old
hotties filling in the ranks, hooking up with as many of them as possible becomes a matter of intense interest
for returning dudes. He may not be taking your relationship as seriously as you wished he would if it started
out as a random hook-up. DO be open to going on dates with anyone. Read More:. Freshmen are nothing more
to me than the new kids on campus who are walking around in packs, puking from their inability to handle
their alcohol and stealing all the older guys on campus. But for some reason, to your young mind, there's
nothing hotter or more romantic than grinding on your partner in the middle of a mosh pit at that dive bar
down the street. Find out where the hot spots are each night of the week end , and make sure to show up every
once in a while. Since he too was trying to up his game fast, he accepted, and you hurried back to the dorms to
get it on before the rest of your classmates get back from singing "Kumbaya" in the quad. The post-orientation
hookup You were surrounded by all of these new faces and your eyes happened to land on just one guy who's
mildly cute. You'll never, ever get into bed with a frat boy againâ€¦unless he's different from the others. They
plotted, they schemed and they visited frat parties in an effort to woo the ladies girls back to their filthy
apartments. Oh, rightâ€¦you live in dorms now that you share with another personâ€¦that's why. It's not
surprising that your so-called "study session" turned into making out all night and not completing a single
problem on the worksheet that's due the next day. But, why?! It takes everything in you not to text your mom
as you usually would to tell her about something stupid you did - this adventure might just cross that line you
drew in high school, dear. DO start a relationship if you find someone special. Second, because chicks often
prefer to date older dudes, your position as an upperclassman automatically gives you the illusion of being
wiserâ€”or at least more experienced, which translates into attractiveness. Also, how they can even touch the
futon blows my mind.


